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What is the CARA Life Sciences Pla3orm?

The CARA Life Sciences pla2orm is an enterprise cloud for managing 
content, data, and business processes through a pla2orm of seamlessly 
connected apps.

For the first @me, the pla2orm provides a vast selec@on of out-of-the-
box solu@ons for Regulatory, Quality, Safety, and Clinical, combined with 
the ability to rapidly design & implement other low-code apps to 
manage your unique processes and requirements.

We believe in a true enterprise pla2orm, where informa@on from all 
parts of your business can drive and automate work without addi@onal 
systems and integra@ons. That’s why you can add new applica@ons and 
use cases to the pla2orm with no addi@onal licensing. 

Begin the digital transforma@on of your business today, by choosing an  
enterprise pla2orm that gives you the freedom to innovate for 
tomorrow.

Quality Events on the CARA Life Sciences Pla8orm™

Capture all Quality-related items in an Event

Link events to your QMS, RIM, and other parts of the pla>orm

CARA allows you to capture a wide variety of Quality Events: from 
Devia;ons and Customer Complaints to Audit findings, non-
conformi;es, regulatory commitments, or other internal / external 
triggers. They are all handled using similar processes, with fields and 
workflows adapted to each type of event, but also allowing you to 
define your own events.

Once you have created events, you can link them to CAPAs as well as 
the Change Requests and the underlying documents. This gives you 
immediate traceability through the chain of linked data and 
documents.

Addi;onally, Quality Events can be used as triggers the RIM module 
of the CARA Life Science plaOorm e.g. to ini;ate new submissions, 
answers to HA ques;ons, process renewals and Labelling updates.

Quality Events give you a way to capture everything that takes place in your business, planned 
or unplanned, that has to be managed for Quality – from audit findings to complaints, 
deviaFons and planned changes.


